Activity Design Template
Topic/Theme:

Raspberry Pi Project

Class/Year Group:

Fifth Class (ages 10/11)

Subject(s):

Exploring Computer Systems
Outline

What is the challenge your students
will tackle?

Why is this meaningful to the
students - what’s the hook?

Students will need to figure out how
This is a very hands-on, active project.
the Raspberry Pi works and create and The students' imagination will be
use it to create an interactive object
captured by the fact that they will be
creating their own, working machine.

What are the key ideas that the
students will remember?

Students are likely to understand the
key concepts of inputs and outputs,
and will probably develop some
programming skills

Learning Objectives
What curriculum content will be addressed?

There is no computing curriculum for this level, however
some key mathematical concepts relating to functions will
be covered.

By the end of this activity students will be able to:
Put together a working machine that acts on
sensors, using Raspberry Pi

How are four key 21st Century Skills addressed?
Creativity

Teams need to be creative in their conceptualisation of
the project, as well as in their approach to overcoming
problems.
Communication

Communication with peers is required in order to
overcome problems, as well as in the presentation of
the end result
Collaboration
Students work together in teams to decide, plan
and create their artefact, as well as collaborating
with members of other teams, in a peer-learning
Critical
Thinking
capacity.
Students need to actively engage in the problem solving
process, applying logic and coding knowledge to solve
problems.

Reflection
How will you know that they are learning?
Observation and use of assessment rubrics, as well
as assessment of the final product.

In what ways will students reflect on progress?

Through the iterative process of create, test,
reflect, as well as through interactions with
facilitators and peers.
Through the feedback on the final presentation and
the plenary discussion at the end of the project.
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Activity Design Template
Possible Aspects

Description
Set up:
Divide into groups
Choose a team leader, team name and motto
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Time

5 mins

Warm up:
Input/output device sorting activity, in order to
differentiate between the two.
Brainstorm - Name all the items in your daily life which
are controlled by technology.

15 mins

Investigate:
Identify the inputs and outputs for each of the
technologies named in the brainstorm, and discuss
how they work.

10 mins

Investigate - Introduce the problem context:
What are sensors and how are they used in different
contexts?
Now, research a number of projects on the
raspberrypi.org website.

30 mins

Investigate:
Identify the different parts of the Raspberry Pi starter
kit and discuss how they plan to assemble it.

15 mins

Plan:
plan a project that they would like to create using the
Raspberry Pi ensuring that they have all of the
components needed to create the project.

30 mins

Create:
Put the plan into action to create the project. Test
regularly for bugs and use peer support, or Google, to
find solutions to tricky problems.

80 mins

Present:
Present final project to classmates

40 mins

Reflect:
Plenary session to identify what the students learned.
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60 mins

Team and individual reflections relating to how they
worked in a group, what they liked or disliked about
the learning experience and what they would like to do
as a follow on activity.

